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The Floating Island - Two-Player Mode 

Sonic Super Play Tips 



Handling The Cartridge Starting Up 



challenges and obstacles for Sonic and Tails 

Play As Sonic or Tails 

Robotnik 
the guardian of the Floating Island's Chi 
He also tells Knuckles that Sonic and Tai 

Between battling the new types of Badni 
to outsmart Knuckles, Sonic and Tails ha 
cut out for them once they arrive on the FI 
and search for Dr. Robotnik. 

earned by activating 1-Up 
icons, by collecting 100 
Gold Rings within a single 
Act or by grabbing SO Gold 
Rings in the Special Stage. Sonic and Tails must avoid 
the obstacles in their path and defeat the army of 
Badniks that roam throughout each Act. You’ll discover 
a Chaos Emerald at the end of each Special Stage. 













the island. Bo 

Hydrocity 



Two-Player Game Play Modes 

Get ready for the new and improved two-player action 
in Sonic The Hedgehog 3. Even if you've mastered this 
game's six one-player Zones, in two-player, split-screen 
mode there are five totally unique Zones, and three 
different game play modes. 

Grand Prix Mode - Experience all five of the two- 
player Zones as you compete against a second player 
and race against time. 

Match Race - It's a race against time as you compete 
against a second player in any one of the two-player 
Zones that you select. 

Time Attack - This is a one-player practice mode that 
will help you prepare for a two-player competition. 
Select and practice in any one of the five two-player 
Zones. Your goal is to move as quickly as possible. 







Sonic Super Play Tips 

o Grab Gold Rings. They will provide protection from 
Badniks and obstacles, help you earn extra lives and 
enter The Bonus Stage. 

o When Sonic loses the Gold Rings he’s holding, quickly 
help him re-grab as many of them as possible. Earning 
100 Gold Rings will earn you one extra life. Having 50 
Gold Rings when you activate a Starpost allows Sonic 
to enter the Bonus Stage. 

o Always be on the lookout for hidden rooms and 
passageways. Look for different patterns in the walls. 
Sonic can smash open some solid walls by performing 
a Spin Dash Attack. You can also use this move to 
smash open rock formations. 

o Beware of Badniks that shoot energy weapons. Even if 
you keep your distance from the Badnik, their weapon 
can reach you and cause you to lose a life. If you must 
get past a series of Badniks, spend a few moments 
watching them and learn ho w they move. Be sure to time 
your attack perfectly. 

Ribot 



o Don't forget, in Sonic The Hedgehog 3, Tails has the 
ability to help Sonic. When caught inadifficult situation, 
use Controller 2 to take control of Tails. Press the A, B 
or C button twice (on Controller 2) to make Tails fly. 

o Always look for ways to improve your point score. 
Defeating Badniks, collecting Gold Rings and getting 
through each Act as quickly as possible (for a Time 
Bonus) are all excellent ways to boost your score. 

o Prepare yourself to travel underwater in the various 
Zones. Remember, Sonic can't last too long underwater 
without breathing, so jump into giant air bubbles that 
rise from the ground. If you wait too long. Sonic will 
drown (lose a life.) Activating a Water Shield allows 
Sonic to breath underwater until the shield breaks. 

c> Leam to use Sonic's new power-up moves and shields. 
They will prove to be extremely valuable as you help 
Sonic and Tails trek across The Floating Island in 

o Use Sonic's Spin Dash Attack to climb up steep hills. 

o When an Act's end level marker appears, leap towards 
it before it lands and an extra power-up might appear. 

o In the IceCap Zone and throughout the game, avoid 
having Tails get stuck in passageways or get caught in 
traps. Have Tails activate Starposts or enter into a 
Special Stage as quickly as possible. 

0 Dr. Robotnik has created many diabolical traps which 
take advantage of Sonic's ultra-fast speed. Watch out 
for traps that Sonic cannot escape. If you fall into the 
wrong trap, you might have to reset the game (by 
pressing the RESET button) and start again at the 
beginning of the Zone you were last in. When Sonic is 
flashing (after being hit) don't let him travel too quickly. 
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